
Tachyon Balance 

 
According to quantum physics, the material universe is nothing more than a very dense form 
of energy. Everything that exist in the universe, from the most subtle refined realms of 
energetic structures, to the grossest, densest realms of matter, everything is aligned in an 
energy continuum. Energy flows constantly from these highly refined subtle realms - the 
causal or super causal world as they are referred to in the Yoga teachings, down through the 
astral, etheric, electromagnetic levels and finally into the material realm of existence. 
Everything that exists on earth is an energetic continuum. Our bodies are a perfect example 
of this energetic continuum. We have, in addition to the material, physical body that we 
perceive with our senses, several other layers of energetic bodies. Through all these layers 
of energy, there is an energetic continuum flowing from the highest, most refined subtle 
bodies down to the material body. 
 
The energy flowing through the energetic continuum comes from one source. In India it is 
called the Divine Mother. Christianity calls it the Holy Ghost, and in many modern, New Age 
spiritual teachings it is called Cosmic Energy. In modern physics it is called Zero Point 
energy or Free Energy. It is important at this point to understand that Zero Point energy 
should not be confused with a particular form of energy, such as etheric or astral energy. 
Zero Point energy is the source of everything. All realms of the subtle energies are just parts 
of the energetic continuum. 
 
Tachyon energy is the very first energetic structure that emerges out of non-structured, 
virtually formless Zero Point energy. Just like Zero Point energy, Tachyon is not limited to a 
certain frequency. Tachyon, in effect, cannot be measured in the Hertzian frequency 
spectrum. Tachyon is not a certain type of energy but rather includes all energies in itself. Its 
qualities are much like Zero Point energy, varying only in that it is a structured field, contrary 
to formless Zero Point energy. Tachyon energy has, in itself, stored all knowledge that is 
needed to create a perfect energetic continuum in every individualized form of life. 
Everything that goes on in the human body, for example, is already encoded in Tachyon 
energy in perfect form. A perfect example of this is seen in the animal kingdom. We see that 
animals that are not influenced in any way by human beings have a perfect healthy life. 
Mammals, for example, have a life span that is up to seven times their growth period. For a 
human being, that would mean 140 years of perfectly healthy life. Of the 40,000 chronic and 
degenerative diseases that are known in human medicine, only five are in wild animals! 
Obviously, Nature is nearly perfect and such is the characteristics of Tachyon energy. 
 
The information that Tachyon energy has is inherently perfect. The only thing that we would 
have to achieve to be perfectly healthy and balanced, is to have a free flow in our own 
energetic continuum. In other words, we would need to be a superconductor for Tachyon 
energy flowing through all the layers of our subtle bodies, into the material cells and 
completely organizing the entire metabolism in a perfectly balanced way, the way we are 
meant to function. 
 
Animals don't have any ability to block the flow of Tachyon energy in the subtle or gross 
bodies. They can only be superconductors, unless of course, they are influenced by human 
beings. Human beings, however, have certain talents that they use in order to block the free 
flow of Tachyon energy. This creates these things that are called energy blockages in the 
subtle bodies. 
 
If any layer of the subtle body system is blocked, energy will not flow freely down into the 
next grosser level and of course, from tat layer onward, there will be significant deficiencies 
of energy. Blockages in any of the subtle layers prevent Tachyon energy from flowing freely 
into the material body. This is why there are all kinds of diseases that are co-influenced or 



co-created by blockages in subtle bodies. This is also a scientific explanation of why our 
psychological states affect our physical bodies. In fact, the emotional and mental bodies are 
so subtle they do not directly interfere with the physical body. Since the flow of life force 
information to organize our metabolism also has to flow through the mental and emotional 
bodies, there is an indirect influence when these bodies are blocked. Significant blockages 
eventually create physical disease. 
 
This information is the basis for the creation of many different frequency oriented energy 
systems. We know of photon energy, crystal energy, magnets, orgone energy, light 
acupuncture, radionic devices, photon lights, electromagnetic and sound therapy, all of which 
are used as therapy. Of course, all of these energy systems work well when they all have the 
potential ability to remove some blockages, to remove stagnant pockets where energy 
cannot flow freely in a certain layer of the subtle body system. However, energetic frequency 
therapies, in general, have two limits. 
 
One is that all these energies are limited to a certain frequency, for example, is between 16 
and 32 mu-meters. This is a certain spectrum of the auric field of our subtle body layers, and 
provided we have blockages between 16 and 32 mu-meters, photon energy, if applied 
correctly, can help. But what if our problem is not rooted in that spectrum of frequencies? 
What if our problem is mainly an energy blockage in the realm of 35 to 50 mu-meters? Of 
course, there might be some small benefit from applying photon energy, by indirect influence, 
but the problem will not be cleared. Photon energy then, is something that might help a little 
bit, but it will not really take care of the problem at its root. So we know that, just like photon 
energy, all subtle energy systems that are used for therapies have this one big limit, they 
only work on their specific frequency. The other limit is that the effect of any particular 
frequency is determined by the nature of that frequency. Photon energy, orgone energy, or 
electromagnetic energy, for example, can help because each has certain characteristics that 
forcefully affect the human body to move into another direction. However, if we don't need 
this particular, specific frequency, such energies can also be harmful. Orgone energy can 
heal, but orgone energy can also make you really sick. It requires knowledge and experience 
to use these subtle energy devices safely and correctly. Tachyon energy is totally different 
from all of these. Tachyon energy is not a certain type of energy, but rather includes all 
energies in itself. Whatever goes wrong in our physical body or in the subtle bodies, can be 
corrected by applying specific information for that particular process. This is possible through 
Tachyon energy, for Tachyon energy is the gateway back to Zero Point energy. This is 
something that no frequency can do. All frequencies are just part of the whole, part of what is 
anchored in the Zero Point energy, but all frequencies are limited in their specific effects. 
Tachyon is totally non-specific. Tachyon really doesn't have any effect in and of itself. What 
Tachyon does is give our organism, our body, our subtle bodies the chance to produce 
whatever effects they need. And since our bodies are incredibly intelligent, they always 
produce the effects that are good for them. The two limits that we find confining all other 
forms of energetic medicine just don't apply to Tachyon because Tachyon energy is not 
limited to a certain frequency. 
 
Another important difference between other subtle energy devices and the energy that they 
use and Tachyon energy is that Tachyon cannot be influenced in any way whatsoever by any 
other form of energy. All other forms of subtle energies that are used in energetic medicine 
can be influenced, for example, by one's own thoughts and feelings. This is due to the fact 
that below the speed of light energies have something that is called the gravitational pull, that 
makes energies attract each other so that they stick to each other. This, of course, creates 
influence, changing and altering the energies in their specific effects. Tachyon moves beyond 
the speed of light so it has no gravitational pull so it cannot stick to anything or any energy, 
and no energy can stick to Tachyon. No matter how "bad" our thoughts are, how low our 
emotional content is, no matter what kind of negativity we produce in any form it can never 
alter Tachyon energy and its ability to give us access to the Zero Point energy. So 



potentially, all problems we have, mental, emotional, spiritual, or physical, can be positively 
affected by Tachyon energy! 
 
Another wonderful aspect of using only the source energy is we do not have to deal with 
unwanted side effects. Even if we apply so much energy that parts of our organism want to 
have a very strong, very quick healing effect and other parts don't quite catch up, this won't 
be a problem. It sometimes causes detoxification and healing reactions, that for a very short 
time may feel overwhelming, but there will never be a negative outcome. Tachyon energy is 
also free of that second limit. It doesn't require so much knowledge and experience to apply 
Tachyon correctly because the body is in charge of the process anyway. We do not forcefully 
apply it for a certain specific effect, but we rather let the body produce its own healing effects. 
Tachyon energy is simply the natural catalyst for this self-healing process. 
 
Attunement With Cosmic Energy 
 
Tachyon energy, so to speak, is a way of complete attunement with all that is. Taking into 
account that everything that exists is in an energetic continuum, health simply means to be a 
superconductor, to be a free flowing wire of this life intelligence emerging out of the Zero 
Point energy. Complete and total attunement would mean perfect, radiant health and 
"Oneness" with all that is. 
 
Attunement is a concept that is well known in the Yoga philosophy that was first introduced to 
the Western world by Parmahansa Yogananda in the 1920's. Attunement simply means the 
ability of an organized system to attune itself to and have access to a particular form of 
energy. The better our attunement with the cosmic Zero Point energy and its inherent perfect 
life intelligence, the more likely we are to evoke ourselves into higher levels of physical, 
mental, as emotional order and balance, with spiritual growth and radiant health. 
 
Tachyon energy actually enables us to attune ourselves constantly with that universal life 
force, with Zero Point Energy. This applies to the reorganization of just a little cell, to DNA, to 
one particular molecule, hormone, gland, or organ in our body, and to our entire spirit-mind-
body complex. Tachyon energy is the key element that enables everyone, regardless of his 
or her level of spiritual growth, regardless of whatever background that person has , to be 
attuned to the universal life force and inherently perfect intelligence of the Zero Point energy. 
Thus, Tachyon energy makes it so much easier to grow, to evolve and to re-organize the 
entire body-mind-spirit complex on higher levels of order, balance and growth. 
 
Finally, and this is the biggest difference compared to other forms of subtle energy, the 
effects of Tachyon energy are really unlimited. Of course, the effects one produced not by 
the Tachyon energy, but by our own being, by our complex body, mind and spirit. So, how 
dramatic, how transformative, how deep these effects go depends on our willingness to 
change and our readiness for a higher level of order. We do not forcefully accomplish 
anything through Tachyon energy. This is a big advantage because it reduces the possibility 
of unwanted side effects to zero. Therefore, we can honestly say that Tachyon energy is 
something totally different and cannot be compared to any other form of energetic medicine 
or subtle energy amplifiers. 
 
The Science of Tachyonization 
 
Tachyon energy was defined by Gerald Feinberg in 1966 as a "faster than light, sub-atomic 
particle". Since the late 1800's, however, scientists from around the world had been working 
on "free energy" devices, that actually use Tachyon. Nikola Tesla was successful in the 
creation of a car that ran on an invisible, undetectable (Tachyon) energy source. Dr. Henry 
Moray was also successful in creating energy converters that use this "free energy". Today, 
most scientists working on free energy devices are focusing on the conversion of Tachyon 



energy into electrical energy. These devices work by converting Tachyon energy into usable 
electrical energy, which then can be used to operate automobiles, electrical appliances, light 
bulbs, etc. 


